
Security Commission Monthly Meeting  
June 14, 2022/ 6 PM at CSCD Office


In Attendance:  Matt Peterson, Jimmy Green, Marcia Harper, Cathie Brown, Kaye Gaither 
(CSLOA), Brittany Bay (CSCD Dir. of Admin. & Finance) Guest: Sam Hay (Flock Safety), Brian 
Shrader (Brown County Sheriff  Dept.) 

Approval of Minutes:

  

5-10-22 Minutes Cathie Brown motioned to approve, Kaye Gaither second, all approve


Freeholder Concerns: 
None


Chief Deputy Report:  
Jimmy Green presented his 6-14-22 report


Old Business: 

CSCD Rules:  Discussion of how many years rewriting of rules has been in the works.  Each 
committee reviewed their rules a few years ago now Pat Sherman and Roger Young are in the 
process of reviewing and comparing Draft Copy to insure consistency throughout. 


2023/2024 Budget:  Brittany presented line item budget (past and proposed) based on data 
and conversations with Jimmy and Matt regarding maintenance schedules and estimated 
longevity of patrol cars and boats.  She answered all questions from the committee.


Security Cameras: installed last month at both Cordry and Sweetwater boat launches with 
(LPR) License Plate Reader technology.  One more camera to be purchased for Sweetwater 
launch for better coverage area.


Barriers at boat launches:  Ecology committee took over this task.  They presented a plan to 
the board deciding on concrete post with a cable and lock at each ramp to be installed by 
6-16-22.  Brittany will be notifying all freeholders that have passed the Zebra Muscle course 
and renewed boat stickers of the combination to the launches. 


Boat trailer identification: The question was raised if boat trailers should have stickers as well 
as the boats.  We have an existing specific rule regarding boat trailers to be identified by lot 
number.   New residents are reminded of this as they get their boat stickers and numbers are 
available in the office.  This reminder will be addressed in the next CSCD newsletter.  The boat 
steward will be instructed to look for lot numbers on trailers as boats are being launched to 
remind freeholders of this policy as well. 

New Business: 

Presentation on Flock Safety Cameras:  Sam Hay presented information regarding these 
cameras.  He emphasized they are not traffic enforcement cameras or cameras to capture 
human images.  This technology is automatic license plate readers (ALPR) which includes 
patented Vehicle Fingerprint technology.  The cameras we already have at the boat launches 



would integrate with this technology as well.  These cameras have been used successfully in 
communities and HOA’s to reduce crime and assist local law enforcement.  For example,  
these cameras have been used along with Amber and Silver Alerts, stolen car identification 
directly alerting local law enforcement of such cars in the area.  All surrounding counties, with 
the exception of Morgan are currently using this technology including Brown County that is just 
starting to use these cameras.  Brian Shrader, of the Brown County Sheriff Department was at 
the meeting to answer questions and provide his recommendation of this technology from first 
hand experience. Our committee was very intrigued and interested in looking further into the 
possibility of partnering with surrounding counties and law enforcement at the same time 
providing better safety for our community.  Matt will have follow up discussion with Jimmy and 
discuss at the Board’s budget workshop. 

Meeting Adjourned: 8:50 PM 

Next Meeting: July 12, 2022 at 6PM


